
√ 5,000 virtual swatches

√ QR virtual sharing


√ Fabric analyzer device

√ Scanner device

Style3D Fabric





Experiment with a large bank of fabric and leather swatches, or 
scan and upload your own samples to the Style3D Cloud to share 

them with your clients. Style3D hyper-realistic digital swatches 
allow suppliers to abandon expensive physical catalogs and 

manage leftovers virtually, therefore, efficiently.




Digital swatches reduce leftovers.

Style3D Studio





Style3D Studio tools are built in, to give power and dimension to 
designers and pattern makers alike. Now, you can output reliable 

and ready-to-sell assets that can go directly into manufacturing or 
marketing materials, e-commerce, and B2B channels.




The 3D fashion workshop.

Creativity.   Perfomance.   Productivity.   Service.

Style3D guides the fashion industry into a 
plug-and-play 3D design ecosystem that 
combines intelligent, scalable software 

tools, with cloud-based content, pre-built 
components, and market services.

√ 2D & 3D pattern making

√ Smart parametric fitting

√ Virtual avatars

√ Output presets for fashion

√ CPU & GPU render

√ 3D design

√ Virtual swatches

√ Online design 

√ Collaboration tools

√ Cloud platform

√ DAM

√ Avatars
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Style3D Cloud 


Like a Lego of fashion.

Create garments and customize your styles entirely online 

with modular components. It's like fashion Lego. Play in real 
time, test different fabrics, and render realistic images so 

that customers fully understand your vision.




Digital Asset Management.

Centralize everything in one place.



Collect and organize fabrics and styles in centralized libraries. 
Avoid the accidental use of outdated files, a common cause of 
confusion and needless work. Access your content, anytime, 

anywhere. Assign precise access and user permissions to protect 
your assets and share what you want, with your team, or suppliers.


Online design.

Collaborate anywhere, anytime.



Enjoy frictionless internal and external collaboration with every 
connected work tool you need throughout the entire supply 

chain. Brands and vendors alike can open projects online and 
interact with prototypes while pinning and commenting, drawing 
and editing, setting notifications, validating updates, and more.




Quilted sweater. Penny loafers. Total look Kids 003.

Margiela style quilted bag.Black coat.

$ Free. $ 20 $ free

$ free.$ 5.

122 666 312

300121
Leather textured coat.

Trench coat pearl. High waist skirt Basic sneakers.

$ free.

$ free. $ free. $ free.

117

14 164 99

Europe

eu@style3d.com



USA

us@style3d.com



Apac

apac@style3d.com



China Mainland

sales@style3d.com



www.linctex.com

Style3D EU

Louizalaan 65, 

1050 Brussels, Belgium.



Style3D APAC

Room 1201, Hopeful Factory 
Center, 10-16 Wo Shing street, 
Fotan ShatinHong Kong, China.

Style3D is a solution for fashion 
brands, ODMs, and suppliers looking 

to streamline their design process and 
improve their performance. It is also 
an incredible opportunity for a new 

generation of creators. Style3D is their 
foundation for virtual fashion, and their 

gateway to the metaverse, games, 
digital products, and NFT art.


